
Benefits

No more power leads – battery operation allows independence from clients 
electrical system

As a component of the modular system, the electronic scan module can be 
plugged-in to the OVISCAN console thus offering greatest scanning flexibility

Lightweight 2kg backpack system allows complete portability

Widest field of view available on any machine, specially designed 170° axial scan probe 
allows area of interest to be scanned from a single point of contact

Main Features

Extremely robust design with the probe utilising a die-cast aluminium casing whilst 
the electronic console is water resistant and shock proof

Single switch operation, various scan depths and optimised frequency operation

Optional distance markers for backfat comparison on smallest depth setting

Rechargeable sealed lead acid batteries provide 2.5 hours mains free operation

Head mounted display system that does not impair peripheral vision

Duoscan

Providing the solutions you require in animal diagnostic ultrasound
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A truly portable,
rugged, wide-view

sector system for early
pregnancy detection 
in sows, cattle, goats

and deer.



Probes
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Duoscan
The Duoscan is as robust as they come having been manufactured with 
its use in an arduous environment in mind.With 170

O
sector angle a full 

view of the area of interest can be achieved from a single contact point.

Providing the solutions for pregnancy diagnosis to the animal husbandry profession.
For more information or a demonstration of this system, please contact the sales team in Livingston.
We can provide a solution, whatever the animal!

Specifications

Scan module

Rotomoulded plastic case

Head mounted display

5.0 MHz axial scan probe 170° only

Wipe down carry sack

12-volt battery

12-volt lead acid battery charger

Options

3.5 MHz axial scan probe 85° and 170°

5.0 MHz axial scan probe 85° and 170°

3.5 and 5.0 MHz split dual axial scan probe 170° only

3.5 and 5.0 MHz radial scan probe on 16” rod (see inset)

Replacement 12-volt lead acid battery 

Video splitter cable to connect a secondary display

Gel powder (1 pack = 12 litres)

OVISCAN accessories: Oviscan console, tally counter and carry bag


